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Part A
[Answer any tteo questions from the followings; figures in the right margin indicate full marks.]

1(a). What do you know about series resonance? How a series resonance circuit 05

can be used as a selector? Derive the expression for bandwidth for a selector

circuit.
1(b). For a series RLC circuit R:l o, L:0.1 H, c:100 pF.If the applied voltage 05

is 100 tr/ (rms). Calculate the frequency, power, power factor, and voltage

drop across each element of the circuit at resonance

2(a). What is meant by magnetic coupling? Define Mutual Inductance and show 05

that mutual inductance is given by
M--KulLtLt

Where, Kivr: co-efficient of magnetic coupling, Lr: self - inductance of
primary winding, Lz: self-inductance of secondary winding.

2(b). Determine the current Ir and Iz of the circuit in Fig.tr. 05

- tl (-)

3(a). Classift filters according to their frequency response curves. Explain about a

low pass RC filter.
3(b). Calculate the resonant frequency of the given network of Fig.2.
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Part B
[Answer any (@questions from the followings; figures in the right margin indicate ful1 marks.]

4(a). What is polyphase system? How three phase voltage is generated? Describe 04

in details with proper diagram.
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4(b). Show that, in a balanced three phase system,

Vqn*V6nlVrr:0,'where symbols have their usual meaning.

,{(c). What is meant by phase sequence? Given that, Vun:100L30'. Assuming
negative sequence, determine the phase voltages.

5(a). A balanced abc-sequence Y-connected source w'ith V,n: 70a l1a0 V is 05

connected to a delta-connected balance load (8f4) Q per phase. Calculate
the phase and line currents.

5(b). The unbalance A-load of Fig.3 is supplied by balanced iine-to-line voltages 05

of 240 Y in the positive sequence. Find the line currents. Take Vo6 dS

reference.

5(a). Determine the ft-parameter for the follorving two port netw,ork of Fig.4. 05

6(b). Determine the sinusoidal expression of the voltage
theorem from the follor.ving nehvork in Fig.5.

Z3 using superposition 05

7(a). Show that, instantaneous three phase power is constant.
7(b). Find the voltages between alternate lines of a balanced six-phase, star

connected system if the phase voltages are 132.8 volts in magnitude.
7(c). Define 'two port network'? Write about the significance of learning 'two

port network'?
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